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Second-Sixth Stages

By Gilbert N. Plass

selves, but also provide an important means
of detecting forged overprints.

The results of my study were first pre
sented over ten years ago in the Canal
Zone Philatelist, Vol. 7, p. 16-19, p. 24-26
(l971). I feel that the time has come to
glVe an up-to-date presenranon of this ma
terial based on some changes reported dur
ing the ensuing years and also to give illus
trations of the varieties whenever possible.

I am discussing the second through the
sixth stages first, as they are probably of
the most interest. I will use the following
notation to refer to broken letters: Al (2, 3,
4, 5'5) means that the first A in CANAL is
broken on stamps from the given position
of the second, third, and fourth stages, on
some CS) of the stamps of the fifth stage,
and on none of the stamps of the sixth

Consignments for the eleventh CZSG
mail sale may be sent between June I and
July 15, 1982 to R. D. Bates, Jr., PO Box
40583, Palisades Station, Washington, DC
20016. Shipments received after July 15th
will be returned. Please ship insured or
registered. Certificates are necessary on all
Scott Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 15. The sale this
year will be conducted by the Potomac
Valley Chapter of the Canal Zone Study
Group and will take place in either late
September or early October.

Third Series of 1904

The first stamps of the Third Series (Scott Nos. 9, 10, and 12-15) were issued on
Dec. 12, 1904. The remaining values (Scott Nos. 11 and 18-20) were issued over the next
two years. During this period there are six different recognized stages of the Canal Zone
overprint. Each overprint form consisted of 100 subjects so that an entire pane received
the Canal Zone overprint in one pass through the press. This is in contrast to the Panama
overprint which was applied to only half of a pane at each pass through the press. The
Third Panama Provisional overprint form used for Scott Nos. 15, 18 and 19 of the Third
Series was ten stamps across by five stamps
down. Both PANAMAs on a given stamp
normally read in the same direction, either
both up or both down. The Fourth Panama
Provisional overprint form used for Scott
Nos. 11-14 and 20 of the Third Series was

. five stamps across by ten stamps down. On
a given stamp PANAMA normally reads up
on the left and down on the right.

The 8 cts surcharge on Nos. 14 and 15
was printed from a plate of only 25 subjects
(5 across by 5 down), so that a pane of
100 had to pass through the press four
times to receive this surcharge! On the
other hand the 8 cts surcharge on Nos. 18
20 was set up to surcharge a half par,e at
a time (5 across by 10 down).

Many years ago when I first began study
ing this issue I noticed the many obvious
broken and defective letters in all of these

overprints and surcharges. I sought enlight
enment from the early authors such as Cole
man and Bartels. They listed a few broken
letters, such as Z, E, L, and N in Pos. 32,
22, 42, and 65 respectively of the Canal
Zone overprint. I was puzzled that a num
ber of equally striking broken letters were
unmentioned by these authors. They did
state that there were many broken letters
in this issue, but stated that they were not
constant and thus did not merit listing.

Additional study showed me that there
were many unlisted broken letters that were
remarkably constant through an entire stage
of the overprint and in many cases constant
through four or five of the stages. These
humerous defects in the overprint form en
able one to plate many single stamps and
almost all blocks of four. These overprints
are not only a fascinating study in them-

Meeting Notices

Vice-President's Report
Richard D. Bates, Jr.

P. O. Box 40583, Palisades Station
Washington, D.C. 20016

At ARIPEX '82 in Tucson, Arizona,
January 22-24. As plans were made
too late to get this information to
you in time, this is just for the rec
ord. Meeting report in 2nd quarter
CZP.

At WESTPEX '82, a regional meet
ing of the CZSG at the Jack Tar
Hotel, San Francisco, California on
Saturday, May 1, 1982 at 1:00 p.m.
Details from Dick Salz, 60-27th Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94121.

When my purchases from the tenth CZSG
mail sale arrived, I sent to Dick Salz, along
with my check, a letter thanking him and
the members of his team for another job
well done. In that letter I also expressed
some feelings that he felt were worth shar
ing with the Study Group members. Though
I doubt that everyone would agree with
them, I hope they reflect the spirit that most
members of the Study Group bring to their
collecting.

Though I did not really get some of the
l4frngs-ffi-the-nmH-sak-ti,al I IH05r-w-dT1ted;

that is nothing new. I was glad that the
block of Scott No. 46 came my way, though
it is much more important that someone of
like philosophy bought the block of Scott
No. 47. I have recently experienced extreme
discomfort at seeing blocks of 4 (and larger
multiples) that now exist being broken up,
in some cases by profit-minded individuals
who desire to finance their purchase of a
stamp by buying a block and then selling
off three singles at the price paid for a
block. One knows that it happens because
singles are offered with certificates for the
block from which the single was extracted.

(Continued on page 6)
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Auctions

By Gilbert N. Plass
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1982 Scott Specialized
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass

and should be picked up right now. Scott
for 1982 lists it for 25 cents, but I have
seen buy ads from dealers recently offering
double catalog! Somehow many overlooked
getting it and chances are you, too might
not own it. I consider this stamp a 'sleeper'
which easily could sell for a few dollars
in no time at all."

Mr. Ross also states that the postage due
stamps are very difficult to find. About Nos.
J4-6, he states that there were only 50,000
each of the two low values and that "well
centered mint sets are very difficult to find
anywhere. Scott for 1982 lists the three
stamps for $82.50, up $25.00 from the 1981
edition. Should you run across a well cen
tered set, you would do well to pick it up
at full catalog and over. Recent buy ads I
have noticed offer as much as $70.00. I
mentioned before that demand for all issues
of Canal Zone is increasing, thus prices are
bound to rise a great deal in the near
future."

The 1982 Scott U. S. Specialized Cata
logue was published on schedule in No
vember 1981. Scott states that there are
28,250 price changes. Ryukyus has been
added to this catalogue and the listings in
clude postal stationery and revenues. The
provisional issues of 1945-48 are listed for
the· first time. The ·listing of the regular
postage stamps is the same as that in Vol,
4, but the editors state that a more special
ized listing will appear next year.

There is a very extensive price revision
in the Canal Zone section. The catalogue
has recognized the booming market in Ca
nal Zone with much more realistic prices
for most issues. There are price increases
for almost all Canal Zone stamps including
errors and varieties.

The type appears to have been reset this
year and the inevitable typographic errors
have crept into some of the prices. A few.
that I noticed (and am told will be cor
rected in February Scott's Monthly Jour
nal): No. 38b, $525, should probably be
$3~5. No. 47 certainly should not be $225
(anyone want to sell at that price?) 
probably should be $2250. No. 60a, $8000,
should probably be $800. No. 106a, $2.50,
should probably be $12.50. Nos. 115a and
115b are mixed up; I would guess that No.
115a should be $1000 (as in Vol. 1) and
No. 115b should be $3000. No. 133, no
unused price and $13.00 used should prob
ably have been ~13.00 unused and ~3.00
used. The prices for No. 46 unused block
of four and No. 67 used block of four are
clearly incorrect.

Now we present our yearly summary of
Canal Zone prices. A complete unused col
lection of each major number of Canal Zone
regular, air post, postage due, and offieial

Scott No.5, b1. of 4, f-vf, $90 ($64)
Kaufmann; 6, b1. of 4, $280 ($220) Kauf
mann; 6, og, vf, $160 ($55) Kaufmann;
7, b1. b1. of 6, dist. og, some perfs hinge
reinforced, $1350 ($1450) Kaufmann; 8,
pI. number single, perfs reinforced, $140
($90) Kaufmann; 12a, antique CANAL in
bl. of 4, $130 ($54) Kaufmann; 12b, an
tique ZONE in bl. of 4 with PANAMA,
$200 ($104); 13, inverted M in PANAMA,
nibbed perfs, $160 ($85) Kaufmann.

No. 22a, horiz. pro imperf. between, $850
($600) Greg Manning; 22e, double ovp.,
$220 ($125) Wolffers; 48, nh, vf, $950
($800) Kaufmann; 54, f-vf, $125 ($135)
Kaufmann; 58, hr, $170 ($210) J. and H.
Stolow; 67, perfs nearly touch, $450 ($500)
Peter Kenedi.

No. 87, bl. of 4, $120 ($100) Kaufmann;
90, pI. bl. of 6, defects, $250 ($150) Wolf
fers; 95, part og, $120 ($100) Kaufmann;
120-135, $100 ($105) Stolow; 120-135 on
FDC, $180, George Alevizos; 120-135, C15
20, $160 ($187) Superior Galleries.

Nos. CI-2, bl. of 4, $500 ($530) Kauf
mann; CI5-20, pI. bl. of 6, $575 ($555)
Manning; C25a, horiz. pr. imperf. vert.,
$500 ($400) Manning; COI-7, b1. of 4,
$260 ($200) Kaufmann; JI2-14, $190
($210) Stolow; J12-13 tied on underpaid
local cover, $80 Alevizos; JI5-17, $120
($1l7) Stolow; 1919 cover of first Subma
rinemail service through Panama Canal,
$54 Harmers.

Addresses of auctioneers: George Alevi
zos, 2716 Ocean Park Blvd., Suite 1020,
Santa Monica, Calif. 90405; Harmers of
San Francisco, Inc., 49 Geary St., San Fran
cisco, Calif. 94102; John W. Kaufmann,
Inc., 1522 K St., N. W., Washington, D. C.
20005; Peter Kenedi, Inc., Concourse East
land Center, Harper Woods, Mich. 48445;
Greg Manning Auctions, Inc., 128 Passaic
Ave., Fairfield, N. J. 07006; J. and H. Sto
low, Inc., 915 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
10010; Superior Galleries, 9301 Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210; Richard
Wolffers, Inc., 127 Kearny St., San Fran
cisco, Calif. 94108.

Market Tips
John G. Ross writing in Stamps magazine

continues to pick Canal Zone stamps for
his "Stamp Market Tips." His column states
that "some of the earlier issues will keep
on rising in price. Most printings of these
issues were small, and all of these stamps
in my opinion belong in the collections of
those who collect stamps of the United
States. Not too long ago, in 1977 to be
exact, before this country gave up control
of the Canal Zone, the U.S. Government
issued a five-cent stamp with the portrait
of John F. Stevens, Scott number 164. This
stampwas.'lJriI).J:edon the Rotary Press; the
original' issue of 1946 was printed Flat
Plate. This stamp is now' difficult to find;

The Canal Zone Study GroupCopyright 1982

A number of unusual Canal Zone stamps
were sold by John W. Kaufmann in their
December sale. These included a cover with
a typed address of a firm in New York
City bearing one copy of each of the three
stamps. of the first issue, Scott Nos. 1-3,
which sold for $2900. A block of four of
No. 1 brought $2000 ($1750) (the cata
logue price listed in the auction catalogue is
given in parenthesis). A copy of the rare
No. 15 sold for $1900 ($1800). No. 57a,
pair one without overprint, brought $1l00
($850). No. 61d, CANAL double in pair
with normal brought $1200 ($1l00). No.
U2b, head and overprint only, used, sold
for $1000 ( $700). The error No. U2c,
frame only, brought $850 ($700).

Outside of this sale and our CZSG sale
reviewed separately only a moderate amount
of Canal Zone material was sold at auction
dUring the fall season. In the following list
the price realized is given with the cata
logue price in parenthesis as listed in the
auction catalogue. The name of the auction
house follows. All items are unused and
without serious defects unless mentioned
otherwise. All prices have been rounded to
the nearest dollar.
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There were many complimentary notes
sent in with payments. Here are a few of
them: "Once again, you and your staff de
serve a meritorious award for all the work
done on the auction." "Thank you for your
activities, and thank you and your wife and
crew and the kitchen gang." "This auction
has to be more fun than any other mail
sale! Well done!" "A big thanks to all the
San Francisco Mail Sale Committee for all
the hard work!" "Very pleased- I'm al
ready looking forward to the next one!"
"Along with my check I would like to send
my thanks to those of you who did the
hard work. However, I do have a question
- Is it a sense of duty which brings you
people back each year or rather the 'Chefs'
ability?" The answer to that pointed ques
tion is: the chefs' ability, of course!

As mentioned on the first page of this
CZP, Richard D. Bates will be in charge
of the next sale and he has an excellent
group in the Washington, D.C. area upon
which to draw for help. Also, Dick Bates
came through San Francisco in November
and we spent a busy day going over mail
sale procedures - the eleventh mail sale
will be in good hands!

Copies of prices realized are still avail
able from R. H. Salz, 50-27th Avenue, San
Francisco, CA 94121 - please send a
stamped addressed envelope (20¢).

Of the 291 bidders (plus 2 late) there
were 198 successful and there were 54
members who consigned material. To both
of these groups the committee extends
thanks for your continued interest and par
ticipation in the yearly mail sales,

-Mail Sale Committee
West Coast Division
By R. H. SALZ

The membership wishes to extend thanks
to Gary B. Weiss for updating the CZP
Cumulative Index for the fourth time. This
index is indispensable when one wishes to
consult the CZP on a particular stamp or
subject. Though not completely cross-in
dexed one can usually find most any subject
by giving a bit of thought as to what other
category would be appropriate. Dr. Weiss
is to be commended for his excellent index
ing which greatly increases the usefulness
of the CZP.

We also thank Maggie and Dick Salz for
undertaking the job of getting the" index
into your hands. This is their fourth time to
bat doing the chores of typing, collating,
folding, rubber stamping, franking, stuffing,
sealing, and so forth.

If any members did not receive a copy
of the index, which was scheduled to be
mailed 'in January 1982, please write to R.
H. Salz, 60-27th Avenue, San Francisco,
Calif. 94121 and a copy will be mailed to
you.

Updated CZP Index 1952-81

Literature Competition

Tenth Mail Sale Report

ures.

The Canal Zone Philatelist was entered
in the Fourteenth Annual APS Literature
Competition at STaMpsHOW 81 held in
Atlanta, Ga. Our society journal was award
ed a silver bronze medal.

er." There were 726 pieces carried and it
is priced in the catalogue at $100.00.

A detailed listing of first flights for U.S.
Foreign Contract Air Mail Routes takes up
326 pages. Many of these flights included
stops at Cristobal as it was a major refuel
ing stop in the period before jet airplanes.
Thus the reader will find many Canal Zone
covers in these F.A.M. first flight listings,
all with up-to-date catalogue prices. This
new edition of the AAMC is highly recom
mended. A listing of such Canal Zone covers
(but without prices) is given in the Canal
Zone Philatelist Whole Numbers 29 through
34 (1973-1975).

American Air Mail Catalogue
Reviewed by Gilbert N. Plass

Volume Four of the American Air Mail
Catalogue was issued near the end of 1981.
It contains listings of many airmail covers
of interest to Canal Zone collectors. There
is a long listing of Trans-oceanic Record
Flights. This includes the Oct. 6, 1920 at
tempted flight from Cristobal to Florida.
The flight was abortive and all covers were
stamped "Aviator encountered impossible
weather conditions nearing Jamaica, com
pelling return. Mail re-dispatched by steam-

(used prices taken where unused are not
priced) stamps catalogues $14,291 com
pared to last year's price of $11,059 (a
29%increase). All listed errors and varieties
of these same stamps catalogue $233,201
compared to $188,766 (24% increase). The
major numbers of Canal Zone envelopes
catalogue $3506 compared to $2856 (23%
increase) . The corresponding figures for
postal cards are $2282 compared to $1897
(20% increase). The envelope errors cata
logue $6672 compared to $5456 (22% in
crease), while the postal card errors are
$17,360 compared to $12,225 (42% in
crease). The proofs catalogue $28,200 com
pared to $25,775 (9% increase).

Our members may be interested that Ca
nal Zone has ranked near the top in in
crease in value for all the U. S. Possessions
groups. Over the last year all Canal Zone
stamps and postal stationery increased in
value 26.9%,a rate which was exceeded only
by Puerto Rico at 27.6%.Over the last five
years Canal Zone stamps and postal station
ery have increased in value at a rate equiva
lent to 19.1%compounded over the period.
This was exceeded only by Offices in
China at 50.5% and Puerto Rico at 20.5%. The Tenth Mail Sale was exceptional.
The errors and varieties of Canal Zone Your committee did its usual remarkable
stamps and postal stationery increased in job of getting all the lots packaged, stamped,
value last year by 24.1%, which was the registration/insurance forms prepared, plus
highest rate for any of the U. S. Posses- the various other details, all in one day.
sions. These same stamps increased in value We all sat down, a bit tired, to a great
<lver the last five years at a rate equivalent dinner which was prepared by Maggie Salz
to 18.1%compounded over the period. This and her kitchen gang, at 6:00 p.m. sharp.
mtp wa< py('ppc1pc1 only by Offices-in-C.hina---T.h~~s--~l'-e'" mgmb~-w€r.g~--r-Gm
at 40.0%,but it should be pointed out that Brougham, Mike Demski (from New Jer
this refers only to a single error stamp, sey), Ray and Marilyn Erickson, Terry and
No. K16a. Pat Ethridge, Irwin and Marion Gibbs, Russ

Quantities issued have been added for and Kathie Samuels, and Dick and Maggie
recent postal stationery items in the Special- Salz. On Monday morning the mail trays
ized Catalogue. There are apparently two were lugged to the post office and another
errors in transcription: the correct quantity record was set when after 37 minutes the
for No. UX18 is 100,500 and for No. UX21 mail was ready for pick-up by the mail
is 74,847. truck.

I cannot give price comparisons for in- Some statistics are: After deducting the
dividual stamps between the new catalogue value of the no-bids, the withdrawns, and
and last year's as virtually every Canal a small number of returned lots, we have a
Zone stamp has been repriced. You will total catalog and estimate value of $81,000
just have to purchase a copy of the 1982 which sold for $64,103 or 79%. The total
Specialized and see how much your favor- of the high bids submitted added up to
ite stamp has increased. This is certainly $79,000. A total of 810 lots were sold on
one year when the new catalogue is a which 4,984 bids were placed - an aver
necessity. age of 6.15 bids per lot. The popularity

winner was lot 16, Scott No.5 OG NH VF,
with 37 bids. This stamp catalogs $16.00
and bids were received all the way from
$8.00 to $85.00 with the winner purchasing
the stamp for $38.00.

Costs for running the sale were the high
est yet and at the moment stand at $2,
201.30 compared to last year's total of
$1,617.53. As to be expected most of the
increase was a direct result of higher postal
rates and fees. There are still a few adjust
ments to be made to the final figures but
at the moment the sale produced a net of
$4,209.00 - our treasurer's report in the
second quarter CZP will give the final fig-



Fig. 13. Pedro Miguel Locks - before, 18¢.

Fig. 15. Gatun Spillway - before, 25¢.

Fig. 14. Pedro Miguel Locks - after, 20¢.

Fig. 16. Gatun Spillway - after, 50¢.

Canal Zone Pictures

By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from last issue)

We continue showing the original photos
used for the 1939 commemorative series
for the twenty-fifth anniversary of the open
ing of the Panama Canal. The photo used
for the 18¢ stamp is shown in Fig. 13. A
considerable portion of the bottom of the
photo was cropped and not used. The en
graver made several other changes includ
ing eliminating a large white object near
the center of the right edge and adding five
large figures of men (three to the left of
center and two to the right of center).
These figures are too large for the scale of
the drawing as can be seen by finding men
in the original photo. There are two men
standing at the top of the construction that
are just a fraction of the height of the
added men. This view is of Pedro Miguel
Locks looking north during the construction
of the west chamber on June 3, 1912. The
photo shown in Fig. 14 was taken on Jnne
17, 1927 and shows two ships in the com
pleted locks - the Italian S.S. Duchessa
D'Aosta headed north at the left and the
Dollar Line's S.S. President Polk head
south at the right. A comparison of the 20¢

stamp with this photo shows that the en
graving is a quite faithful copy with only
a few minor changes - larger flags flying
from the masts and the smoke from the
engines blowing in a different way than in
the photo.

The photo used for the 25¢ stamp is
shown in Fig. 15. It was taken on Feb. 5,
1913 and pictures the Gatun Spillway under
construction looking south from the down
stream side. The Spillway is part of Gatun
Dam which is nearly one-half mile wide
and holds back the .waters in Gatun Lake,
a small portion of which can be seen to
the right in the photo. Except for cropping
a portion of the bottom of the photo the
engraver made a faithful copy for the
stamp.

The photo used to show the completed
Gatun Spillway, Fig. 16, for the 50¢ stamp
was made during May 1922. It is taken
from the downstream side and shows the
water pouring through one open gate. There
are fourteen gates in all, which are often
all opened at the end of the rainy season.
The bottom portion of the photo was again
cropped. The only major change made by
the engraver was to rearrange the mists
from the falling waters.

(Continued in next issue)

Third Series of 1904 -

By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 1)

stage (since it is not included in the list of
numbers). In addition to broken letters, the
positions on some stamps may be identified
by "filled-in" letters, Le., bits of dirt and
other matter which accumulated on the
letters and filled in parts of the letter. For
example, they could fill in the open space
in the letter A or make parts of the letter
thicker than normal. These filled-in letters
may vary somewhat within a stage as more
dirt accumulates or some is loosened. How
ever, the filled-in letters are remarkably
constant and can help greatly in the plat
ing. Filled-in letters are indicated by an
"f" after the letter in the listing. Thus, N2f
(6) means that tlle N in ZONE is filled in
on just the sixth stage, but not on the other
stages.

Only one of the stamps of the third
series was printed from all six stages (No.
12). Only some of the stages were used for
each of the other stamps. These are shown
in the following list where the number fol
lowing the Scott catalogue number indicate
the stage or stages used to print that stamp:

Scott No. 9 (1, 2, 3, 4)
Scott No. 10 (1, 2)
Scott No. 11 (3)
Scott No. 12 (1, 2, 3, 4, 0, 6)



Scott No. 13 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
Scott No. 14 (1, 2, 3, 5)
Scott No. 15 (1)
Scott No. 18 (.s)
Scott No. 19 (5)
Scott No. 20 (5)

The quantities printed in each case (where
known) are given in my 1971 article.

The fifth and sixth stages are generally
more heavily inked than the others, while
the second and third tend to have a lighter
than usual inking. The broken letters listed
here are constant on the vast majority of
the stamps. However, allowance should be
made for the inking. For example, a small
break that would show up on a light inking
on the second stage, may be completely
filled up by the heavy inking of the sixth
stage even if still present on the type. On
light printings a number of apparent broken
letters may appear that are not truly con
stant. All broken letters listed here have
been seen on at least several stamps of a
given setting and are constant over at least
an entire stage or a major portion of one.
Many more minor defects in the letters can
be found than those that I have listed here.
I had to decide arbitrarily on the most im
portant and useful ones to list.

F or each position the defects in the let
ters are discussed. The figure numbers show
ing these varieties are given together with
the stage of the actual stamp used for the
figure. This is given as a matter of record,
but it should be noted that this defect may
exist-0n--Qt-hBl'--sfoages.,.-Fiiially--the-tlef-eeH-·
letters are listed followed by the stages on
which they occur. For example, in Pas. 1
listed below, the fifth stage was used for
Fig. 1 and the sixth stage for Fig. 2. The
broken letter A2 (second A in CANAL)
exists on settings 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 while
the broken L exists only on setting 6.

Fig. 1. Pas. I, fifth stage.

Fig. 2. Pas. I, sixth stage.

Pas. 1. A distinctive A2 with a broken
left foot occurs on all five stages considered

here. The top of the L is broken off on the
sixth stage only (Fig. 1, fifth stage; Fig. 2,
sixth stage). A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); L (6).

Fig. 3. Pos. 2, fourth ,stage.

Fig. 4. Pas. 2, sixth stage.

Pas 2. The letter Al has a large break on
the second through the fifth stages. It was
replaced in the sixth stage, but it now has
a defective left foot with the serif broken
off. The UL serif of Nl is defective on all
five stages, but shows a small point at an
angle in the sixth stage (Fig. 2, fourth
stage; Fig. 3, sixth stage). The lower left
serif of E points up on the sixth stage. Al
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (different defect on sixth
stage from others); N (2, 3, 4, 5, 6); E (6).

Fig. 5. Pos. 3, third stage

Pas. 3. The left foot of A2 is broken or

appears too large on all five stages (Fig. 5,
third stage). The broken E shown here does
not appear to be constant. A2 (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 6. Pos. 4, third stage.

Pas. 4. The top bar of the E shows one
or two small breaks (does not show on some
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heavily inked copies) (Fig. 6, third stage).
E (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Fig. 7. Pos. 6, fourth stage.

Pas. 6. A fairly large break occurs near
the top of the 0 on the second through fifth
stages (Fig. 7, fourth stage). 0 (2, 3, 4, 5).

Fig. 8. Pos. 7, fourth stage.

Pos. 7. There is a break near the top of
the C; only shows as a notch on heavily
inkt'd copies (Fig. 8, fourth stage). C (2,
3, 4, 5).

Fig. 9. Pos. 9, fourth stage.

Pas. 9. The top of the C is broken on
some stages as is the top bar of the E
(Fig. 9, fourth stage). C (2, 3S, 4, 55, 6S);
E (2, 3, 4, 55, 65).

Fig. 10. Pos. 13, third stage.

Pas. 13. The lower right comer of Nl
is filled-in at lower right and there is a
small break in the left vertical stroke (Fig.
10, third stage). NI (2, 3, 4, 5S).

Pos. 16. There is a striking break through
the center of the E on all five stages. In
addition there ~s a large dot inside the up

(Continued on page 8)



Secretary's Report
Alfred R. Bew

29 S. South Carolina Avenue

Atlantic City, New Jersey 08401

PLEASE PAY YOUR DUES!

NOW! !

Another year has been completed. It
seems that the years are rolling around
faster and faster. Aside from that well
known fact, particularly felt amongst us
senior citizens, it is once again time to pay
your dues, membership fees, or whatever
you wish to call the $5.00 expenditure you
are about to make. Yes, another year at the
same old rate, but of course if you would
like to join our sustaining or contributing
list you are most welcome. Don't forget that
if you havn't pungled up by the time the
second quarter CZP hits the newstands you
won't be receiving a copy!

This report is written as of December 1,
1981, and at this time we are pleased to
report that our membership continues its
excellent growth pattern and we now have
830 members in goo·l-standing. Do not
allow yourself to get into the bad-standing
group. Get out that check book, if you
haven't already done so, and stay with the
good-standing group!

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

This Space
Intentionally

Blank

Election Committee Report
In accordance with the By-laws of the

Canal Zone Study Group, the Election Com
mittee is pleased to report the results of
the 1981 Election. The committee distrib
uted 810 forms in late November and re
ceived 458 valid ballots by December 31,
1981, for a 57% membership response. The
polls were kept open 15 days longer than
provided in the By-laws because of an un
avoidable delay in mailing out the ballots.

The' full slate of nominated officers has
been accepted for the 1982-83 term by an
overwhelming majority of the voting mem-
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bership: Richard H. Salz, president; Rich
ard D. Bates, Jr., vice-president; Alfred R.
Bew, secretary; and William R. Kuttner,
treasurer. The elected directors are: Lawson
P. Entwistle, Raymond R. Erickson, and
George W. Stilwell.

The Election Committee wishes to ex
press our congratulations and best wishes
to our newly elected officers and directors,
and our thanks to the membership for their
interest and support.

The numerous nice comments, thoughtful
suggestions, and complaints which accom
panied the ballots will be transmitted to the
appropriate officers,the editor, and the com
mittee chairman - for action!

Respectfully submitted,
I sl GEORGE R. CAMPBELL

Chairman, Election Committee

Market Tips
In his column "Stamp Market Tips" in

Stamps magazine, John G. Ross picks Canal
Zone postage due stamps. He writes:

"I believe that most of the stamps issued
for the Canal Zone are still underpriced,
and will rise in price considerably in the
near future. In my opinion, most postage
due stamps are bound to rise in price; they
are not to be seen anywhere, especially if
you want them well centered. Try to pick
up the three stamps issued in February
1925, Scott numbers JI5-17. The one cent
stamp, J15, had a printing of only 10,000
copies. Scott Specialized for 1982 raised its
price from 1982 Part 1. The three stamps
now list for $123.00. They were priced at
$117.50 in 1982, Part 1. Recently I have
noticed advertisements by dealers wanting
to buy this set, and they are willing to pay
$90.00 for hinged and $115.00 for unhinged.
These high buyprices show how difficult it
is to locate any of these stamps, and I pre
dict they will rise in price quite a bit
further. Try to find these three stamps
soon, or you might have to pay over $200.00
for them."

Vice-President's Report 

(Continued from page 1)

After all, if our purpose as members of a
study group is not simply to fill spaces in
a book, but is to study, to preserve, and to
report our findings, each loss of a multiple
is a loss of information that might be needed
some day. Preserving a picture helps, but
it is never quite the same thing. Of course,
I am aware of the argument that so doing
provides the opportunity for four collectors
to own such an item rather than only one
in the case of a block. In fact if no sheets
or blocks had ever been broken up, most
errors and varieties would never be avail
able to collectors. But we cannot undo what
has been done, nor am I sure we would
want to if we could. It is also true that



Fig. 1. Cover from 31st Fighter Squadron while in Canal Zone.

Winners

Fig. 1. No. 23, lower stamp' with
6.7 mm spacing.

Spacing Variety on No. 23
Del Parker of Miami submits an irregular

block of three of Scott No. 2S, Fig. 1. It
is on soft paper and the lower stamp (Pos.
IB) has the 6.7 mm spacing variety, while
the other two stamps are 7.2 mm. This is
the only unused copy that I have seen of
the 6.7 mm spacing on soft paper. Does
any member have another?

Issues." This exhibit also earned an addi

tional gold award presented by the Ameri
can Air Mail Society. The show was held
by the Dayton Stamp Club at the Dayton
Convention Center, Dayton, Ohio on Octo
ber 10-11, 1981.

At RIPEX XVI, CZSG member David J.
Smith received a silver medal and the Mar
cus White award of the U.S. Postal Station
ery Society for his exhibit of Canal Zone
Postal Stationery. An' exhibit of Canal Zone
overprints from 1906 to 1921 received a
bronze award. The show was held by the
Rhode Island Philatelic Society on Sept. IB

20, 1981,
-R. H. SAL:t...

1Ir•• lIro. too" SullenborJOI'
24J."1't.~l/arolloll 8tr_
U11O&lter, Peama.
O.S.I..

PASSEO IIY

u@s
ARMY EXAMINER

*R.~/llAF

Sit. :a. iI. 1l1Ill_ ••••• 694'J744
•• PUpt.. 31ft fiabt.••• ~"
l..r.o.!taIom' )02' .1. ro._~ ••.,
1_ OrlO&lll. La.

returned to Albrook Field on Nov. 13,
1940. They remained there until Dec. 9,
1941 when they moved to Chorrera, Pan
ama, returning to Albrook Field again on
Dec. 23, 1941.

On May 15, 1942 the squadron was re
designated the 31st Fighter Squadron. Four
days later they returned to Albrook Field
where they remained until Sept. SO, 1942.
At that time they moved to Howard Field,
Canal Zone where they remained until Mar.
25, 1944. The covers that I located were
all written during this period when the
squadron was at Howard Field. After Mar.
25, 1944 the unit was returned to the U.S.
where it served as a testing squadron for
the P-59A and the P-BO jet aircraft.

If any member has any covers from any
Army Air Force Squadrons with APO S025,
I would almJe~ate hearing from thelIL,gnd
receiving details on the unit, and date of
cancels. It may be possible to pin point
the time this APO number was located in
the Canal Zone and then transferred to
Costa Rica.

References

Combat Squadrol18 of the Air Force-World
War II; Mauer Mauer, Editor, US Gov
ernment Printing Office, Washington,
1969.

Geographic Locatiol18 of u.s. APO's 1941
1978, James Shaffer, War Cover Club,
1979.

We are pleased to report that the follow
ing members have exhibited at stamp shows
and have won awards, to which we add our
congratulations.

At TMPS-CORNPEX 'Bl, CZSG member
Lee H. Cornell received a bronze medal
for his Canal Zone exhibit. This show was
the annual stamp exhibition and bourse of
the Com Belt Philatelic Society and the
annual convention of the Trans-Mississippi
Philatelic Society, and was held September
18-20, 19B1, at the Scottish Rite Temple
at Bloomington, Illinois.

At AIRPEX VI, CZSG member E. Paul
Bender received a gold award for his ex
hibit titled "Canal Zone Air Mail Early

the owner of an item should have the right
to dispose of it as he or she wishes. If
the owner consigns such an item to the
Study Group for the mail sale to be sold
as singles or a block to get the best price,
that is the way we should offer it. But the
hope is that collectors would rally round
the item to save it from subdivision.

It is not easy to counter these arguments,
as they have a great deal of merit. One
could counter (though the analogy is far
from perfect) that one does not divide
other objects of historic and/or artistic sig
nificance, such as the Hope Diamond, or
that there is something special about a
block that is lost when it is broken up into
singles. Furthermore, blocks of anything
other than common material have become
very hard to find. The most cogent argu
ment from our point of view as a study
group is the loss of the potential for un
foreseen future study. I just hope that
blocks of classic material will be saved as
they now exist.

New Canal Zone
APO Discovered

Michael F. Harkins

While looking through a dealer's stock of
military covers I located a group of five
covers with a return address of APO New
Orleans 3025. Three covers had identical
machine cancels, with no A.P.O. number in
the dial. They were' dated Oct. 15, 1942;
Nov. 2, 1942 and Dec. 2, 1942. The two
hand cancels are poor strikes, and cannot
be completely deciphered. One has a rub
ber stamp "10 NOV 1942" on the lower
left hand corner, the second has a readable
"26, 1942", but the month does not show.
All are from the same person to the same
address, probably his parents. They are all
rubber stamped with the identical "Passed/
U.S'; Army Examiner 00096" and signed
Lt. R. Vargas, AAF. The unit it came from
was the 31st Fighter Squadron.

A check of the Geographic Location of
u.s. APO's 1941-1978 shows that in 1943
this APO was located at La Sabana Air
port, San Jose, Costa Rica until it ceased
operating in September 1945, thus I as
sumed I had found an earlier date for this

location. However, when I checked up on
the history of the 31st Fighter Squadron, I
found out that they had been assigned to
the Canal Zone d~ring this time period and
had been stationed at Howard Field. The

squadron had been assigned to air defense
of the Canal Zone for their entire overseas

tour of duty. All their assignments had been
either in the Canal Zone or Panama.

The 31st Fighter Squadron was origin
ally constituted as the 31st Pursuit Squad
ron (Interceptor) on Dec. 22, 1939. It was
activated on Feb. 1, 1940 at Albrook Field,
Canal Zone. The squadron moved to Rio
Hato, Panama on Oct. 5, 1940, and then
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Third Series of 1904 -

By Gilbert N. Plass

(Continued from page 5)

Fig. n. Pos. 16, third stage.

Fig. 12. Pos. 16, sixth stage.

per left part of the E on the sixth stage.
The left part of the right foot of A2 has an
upward hook in some stages (Fig. 11, third
stage; Fig. 12, sixth stage). E (2, 3, 4, 5,
6); A2 (3, 4, 5).

Fig. 13. Pos. 17, third stage.

Pas. 17. The right side of A2 is filled-in
on some stages (Fig. 13, third stage). A2f
(3, 4, 5S).

Fig. 14. Pos. 18, third stage.

Pas. 18. There is a large break in the
cross bar of Alan all stages (Fig. 14, third
stage; Fig. 15, sixth stage). Al (2, 3, 4, 5, 6).

Pos. 19. There is a large break in the left
vertical bar of Nl in stages two through
five (Fig. 16, third stage). This letter has
been replaced in the sixth stage, but a num
ber of new breaks occur: left tip of left

Fig. 15. Pos. 18, sixth stage.

serif of A2; top left serif of N2; top left
serif of E (Fig. 17, sixth stage). There are
other minor irregularities such as shape of
O. Nl (2, 3, 4, 5); A2 (6); N2 (6); E (6).

Fig. 16. Pos. 19, third stage.

Fig. 17. Pos. 19, sixth stage.

Fig. 18. Pos. 21, fifth stage.

Pos. 21. The right top serif of L is short
on all stages (Fig. 18, fifth stage). L (2, 3,
4, 5, 6).

Pos. 25. This interesting position shows a
break on the left side of Al in the second

Fig. 19. Pos. 25, second stage.
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stage (Fig. 19, second stage). This letter
was replaced for the later printings with
an A that is filled-in on the right side (Fig.
20, third stage) and becomes more Rlled-in
by the sixth stage (Fig. 21, sixth stage).

Fig. 20. Pos. 25, third stage.

Fig. 21. Pos. 25, fifth stage.

Nl shows an extra line to the left (filled-in)
below the top of the right serif (Fig. 20)
which becomes heavily filled-in by the sixth
stage (Fig. 21). Al (2) break on left side;
Al£ (3, 4, 5, 6); Nl£ (3, 4, 5).

(Continued in next issue)

Committee for
Overprints on U.S.

Richard D. Bates, Jr., Chairman
P. O. Box 40583, Palisades Station

Washington, D.C. 20016

Sometimes it really pays to read the
Canal Zone Philatelist. By doing so I dis
covered that I am now Chairman of the

reformed Committee on U.S. Overprints,
Errors, and Varieties. In a subsequent con
versation with Dick Salz, I learned that I
had expressed my willingness to head such
a committee in the questionnaire sent out
by George Campbell in November of 1979.
Other CZSG members who had expressed
an interest in such a committee have been
contacted recently by mail to identify their
specific interests, projects under way, and
questions on which they seek some help.

But we really do not want to have all
the fun. Certainly no one with an interest
is to be excluded. So please let me know if
you would like to participate. I hope that
this column initiates a regular feature that
will include calls for information, brief re
ports of the activities o{ the committee,
and perhaps an illustration of newly discov
ered varieties. Of course this would not be

meant to replace research articles by mem
bers on their own studies.


